
C
anada’s May 2 national election, and the campaigns
that preceded it, demonstrated the destruction of
democracy from within. A pre-game flurry of attack

ads insulted both the voters and the politicians. 
The opportunity to embrace a Canadian vision was lost

to a political hockey game, complete with winners, losers,
high sticking, head shots, concussions, and numerous
pollsters keeping score. Only four party leaders were
allowed to play. Canada’s media oligopoly set the rules and
provided the referees. It was a contest of fear, the real stuff
of all political games. Issues, the real stuff of government,
were never on the ice. 

The winners, as usual, were the team with the most
players left standing at the end of the night: a false
majority, supported by a minority of voters. First-past-the-
post won again; the fans lost. They expressed their disgust
by not supporting the Liberals, and in Quebec, by
destroying the Bloc Quebecois and backing the NDP.

The Ray of Sunshine
There was one exception: largely barred from the national
electoral game, Green Party Leader Elizabeth May won
Saanich-Gulf Islands decisively with an old-fashioned
campaign—meet the voters!—and two thousand
volunteers.

Much is now expected of her, not only by her
constituents, but by the nation. Singlehandedly, she has
pledged to bring civility to question period. It’s about time,
and it will be symbolic of a new respect for the democratic
process. 

But in a polarized Parliament, her real task will be to
restore the political centre to a house with strong
ideological differences. Her avowed modus operandi will

be to construct alliances around specific issues, recruiting
independent thinkers from all parties to support
reasonable and practical ideas, policies, and initiatives.

The Ideas
To identify Canada’s political centre, Canadians should
refer to the Green Party platform, which was totally
ignored by the national media during the election. 

The Green platform is not single-issue thinking.  It
covers the complete spectrum of national concerns under
three main headings: Smart Economy, Strong
Communities, and True Democracy. It also includes a
complete federal government budget proposing changes
in revenues and spending reflecting proposed Green Party
initiatives, and reducing the deficit.

This platform is not an amateur effort. It has been
created by a talented group of informed, concerned
Canadians. It reconciles economic and environmental
concerns. It covers a broad spectrum of government
policies. It describes a historic vision of Canada as an
independent, responsible nation in a complicated world.

Not Just An‘OTH’er MP
On election night as the results were coming in, the CBC
disingenuously labelled Elizabeth May as ‘OTH’, rather
than Green Party. In fact, she is actually ‘something else’! 

May will not be ‘a lone voice crying in the wilderness’.
She will be outspoken, constructive, always well–informed
and thoughtful, and tremendously influential. She is not a
leader without a party. Her real constituency is not just
Saanich-Gulf Islands, but throughout Canada. 

Island Tides will publish an in-depth interview with
Elizabeth May about her plans as MP in our next edition.
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